This supplement implements and extends the guidance of AFI 36-2903, *Dress and Personal Appearance of Air Force Personnel*, 18 July 2011. This supplement applies to all active duty Air Force, Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve personnel assigned to the Air Education and Training Command. Ensure that all records created as a result of processes prescribed in this publication are maintained in accordance with AFMAN 33-363, *Management of Records*, and disposed of in accordance with Air Force Records Information Management System (AFRIMS) Records Disposition Schedule (RDS). Refer recommended changes and questions about this publication to the Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) using Air Force (AF) Form 847, *Recommendation of Change of Publication*; route AF Forms 847 from the field through the appropriate functional’s chain of command. The use of the name or mark of any specific manufacturer, commercial product, commodity, or service in this publication does not imply endorsement by the Air Force.

**SUMMARY OF CHANGES**

This publication incorporates AF/AI uniform wear policy decisions interim changes through Change 3, dated 11 January 2014. The wear of the AETC Instructor Badge with the Mess Dress
Uniform is covered in paragraphs 4.3.1.3.3.2 and 4.4.1.3.3.2 which are now titled as “AETC Instructor Badge.” The Supplement further clarifies the use of personal electronic devices by non-prior service (NPS) Airmen attending Basic Military Training (BMT) and Technical Training, the wear of socks by Security Forces Bike Patrol, uniform and distinctive head gear wear by Security Forces Technical Training Cadre and the wear of Aiguillette within AETC.

(AETC) This interim change revises AFI36-2903_AETCSUP_I, the wear of the teal aiguillette.

(AETC) A margin bar (|) indicates newly revised material.

3.5.3. Installation commanders will determine the areas in and around military family and privatized housing areas in regards to Air Force members being prohibited from attaching, affixing and/or displaying objects, articles, jewelry or ornamentation to and/or through the ear, nose, tongue, eye brows, lips, or any exposed body part (includes visible through clothing).

4.3.1.3.3.2. AETC Instructor Badge. When worn, the standard size AETC Instructor Badge will be centered on the wearer’s left ½ inch below the bottom row of medals.

4.5.2.5. AETC Instructor Badges. When worn, the standard size AETC Instructor Badge will be centered on the wearer’s left ½ inch below the bottom row of medals.

6.3.3.1. Wear and Use of Handheld Electronic Devices. While on-duty in uniform, non-prior service (NPS) Airmen attending Basic Military Training (BMT), flying, and technical training have limited wear and use of handheld electronic devices (HEDs).

6.3.3.1.1. (Added) HEDs will remain in the off position until required to perform official business or in an emergency. (T-3)

6.3.3.1.2. (Added) HEDs may be used to conduct official business or in emergency situations. (T-3)

6.3.3.1.3. (Added) HEDs will not be used for personal use. (T-3) Exception: When authorized in writing by wing/group commander and/or in the presence of an Instructor, MTI, MTL, First Sergeant, or Commander.

6.3.3.1.4. (Added) HEDs will not be worn while in formation. (T-3)

6.5.2.3. Long-sleeved turtleneck, dickies or thermal undershirt (no pockets) are authorized to be worn with the FDU/DFDU as weather conditions warrant.

8.4.5. The FDU or other style flight jacket name tags may have a small design or emblem, such as a logo or aircraft. Aerospace physiology (4M0X1) personnel are authorized to wear the enlisted medical and/or aerospace badges on the name tag. Style must be standardized throughout the installation. Grade (for enlisted members) and first and last name will be centered in block letters. A nickname may be used in lieu of the first name, but it must be in good taste.

8.4.7. Left Sleeve. Position the US flag or wing, group, or center emblem (dimensions will be approximately 3 by 3 1/2 inches) no lower than 1 inch below the shoulder seam. School of Advanced Air and Space Studies, USAF Weapons School, and Test Pilot School graduates are authorized to wear their respective graduate patches.
8.4.8. **Right sleeve.** Position 3 by 3 1/2-inch vivid color squadron patch, flight patch, group/wing montage, or class patch no lower than 1 inch below the shoulder seam. Personnel assigned to an echelon above wing level may wear the patch of the headquarters organization to which they are assigned (such as the numbered Air Force or Air University emblem), or a Directorate patch. Center standardization/evaluation emblems below the shoulder seam and attach to the squadron patch. Variations are authorized for personnel deployed or on special assignment with other commands. Style must be standardized throughout the organization. Students may not wear a unit patch on their arm until authorized by their unit commander.

8.4.9. **Add-On Patches.** Position vivid color parent unit or installation commander approved special patches no lower than 1 inch from the shoulder seam on the left sleeve. Foreign/allied military members training with AETC units are authorized to wear their nation’s 2 by 3 1/2-inch flag, in vivid color, in lieu of the US flag.

8.4.9.1. **(Added)** Vivid color 3 by 3-inch AETC command patch will be worn on right breast, centered and even with the name patch on the left breast of the uniform. A flying hour tab is not authorized above the AETC command patch.

8.4.9.2. **(Added)** Undergraduate Flying Training (UFT) wing commanders are delegated exclusive authority to approve UFT class patches.

8.4.10. Unit commanders may prescribe appropriate, distinctive unit-colored scarf or neckwear. When authorized, wear is mandatory for all unit members. Do not wear while performing flight duties.

9.6.1.3. **(Added)** *Bike Patrol Uniform.* Wear only when performing bike patrol duties. The helmet will be black or white American National Standards Institute or Snell-approved bicycle helmet and must be worn at all times while operating the bicycle. The shorts or pants will be dark blue/black cycling style with chamois, belt keepers, and will be worn with the bike patrol shirt. The shirt will be a white polo shirt with a 4-inch, reflective, embossed, silver and black security forces badge on front left chest and the word POLICE in 4-inch black letters printed on the back center of shirt. If worn, the jacket will be royal blue and black with a 4-inch, reflective, embossed, silver and black security forces badge on the front left chest and the word POLICE in 4-inch reflective contrasting letters printed on the back center of jacket. Additionally, an aircrew-style name patch with appropriate functional badge, name, grade, and the letters USAF printed on it will be worn on the left side of the jacket. The jacket may have removable sleeves. If worn, a bolero or vest must meet the same specifications as the jacket. Shoes will be black low cut athletic shoes with soft rubber soles. Socks will be white or black ankle or mid-rise length without visible logos.

9.6.5. **Duty Belt.** Black nylon belt without MAJCOM crest with matching duty gear.

9.6.9. **Gloves.** White gloves are not authorized in AETC.

9.6.10. **(Added)** *Security Forces Technical Training Cadre.*

9.6.10.1. **(Added)** *Physical Training (PT) Uniform.* Cadre members are authorized distinctive PT uniform items while in the training location to distinguish
them from students. These distinctive uniforms will aid in rapid identification of cadre members in the event of an emergency. PT uniform will be will be standardized by the squadron commander.

9.6.10.2. **(Added) Distinctive Head Gear.** Cadre members are authorized distinctive head gear while training in field conditions. The head gear will aid in rapid identification of cadre members in the event of an emergency. The head gear will be standardized by the squadron commander.

9.7. 1. **Chef’s Coat.** Commercial style Double-breasted chef’s coat (Long Sleeved French Cuff or ¾ Length Sleeve); white cotton, free of any design or colored trim, commercial grade, with pearl buttons and straight neck collar (mandarin/banded/straight stand-up style). Coat will be embroidered with individual's last name and appropriate occupational badge over wearer's left breast pocket. Center the wearer's last name in all capital style letters one inch above the right breast pocket. Letters will be 1 ¾ inch high, block style, and consist of dark navy blue color. Center the name one inch above pocket. **Exception:** Newly assigned and temporary personnel are authorized to wear the blue’s name tag for up to 120 (maximum) days in place of the embroidered name. (The same rules apply for placement on the uniform as the embroidery). All military Food Service staff members will wear the appropriate occupational badge. Badge will be 1 ¾ inches wide, embroidered, and centered horizontally ½ inch above the name line in the same color as last name. **Exception:** The same rules apply to the metal occupational badge as the name tag. The occupational badge may be worn for up to 120 days. Coat will be embroidered with the official red, white and blue Air Force Services Food Service logo and will be worn on the wearer's left side, horizontally level with the name and centered between the right and left seams. Note: Supervisors/managers are allowed to wear the chef's coat over the standard Air Force blue service uniform indoors only. Do not wear the Chef's coat over the ABU. Center additional embroidered badge (aeronautical, occupational, or miscellaneous) ½ inch above the first badge. A third badge (duty or miscellaneous) may be worn on lower portion of left pocket. Note: Instructor and Honor Guard badges are worn in this location.

9.7.3. **Apron (Optional).** Food Services personnel are authorized to wear this item.

9.7.11. **Ball Cap.** Food Service personnel may wear a blue colored ball cap with Services logo embroidered in white on front of the cap. Not authorized for wear with the ABU.

9.11.3. **Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape (SERE).** SERE uniforms will be worn as prescribed in the subparagraphs below. The subparagraphs below do not mandate the purchase or wear of specialized clothing items, but permit unit commanders to purchase specialized clothing to support specific training requirements.

9.11.3.1. **(Added) Extreme Cold Weather Ensemble.** (Includes down/ polyester insulated hood, mittens, parka jacket with liner, trouser with liner, and upper and lower body undergarments). May be worn as appropriate for training, operations, or climatic or geographic conditions. **Note:** Not authorized for garrison wear.

9.11.3.2. **(Added) Jump Suit** (black or grey jump suit). Worn while performing military free-fall parachute jumps. Aircrew Style Name Patch (ASNP) is authorized. **Note:** Not authorized for garrison wear.
9.11.3.3. **(Added) Wool Shirt** (black or green cold weather wool-nylon flannel shirt). May be worn as an outer or middle layer garment; worn with work ensembles or wool trousers, consistent with requirements for environmental protection and proper cover and concealment.

9.11.3.4. **(Added) Wool Trousers** (Olive green cold weather wool serge). Item described in AS 016. Worn as an outer or middle layer garment, and with other work ensembles or wool shirt. Not authorized for garrison wear.

9.11.3.5. **(Added) Mountain Boots** (Subdued color safety boots designed for mountain operations). Local purchase (LP) item. Worn with ensembles suited for mountainous conditions. Not authorized for garrison wear.

9.11.3.6. **(Added) Field Boots.** Subdued color safety boots designed for field operations. Worn with field and parachute uniform ensembles, as appropriate for climatic or geographic conditions. Authorized for garrison wear.

9.11.3.7. **(Added) Specialized Clothing** (Battlefield Airmen Management System (BAMS) clothing/equipment) authorized for use/wear during field operations and training activities. Not authorized for garrison wear except while in transit to perform operations.

9.11.3.8. **(Added) Specialized Clothing** (Combat & Operational Training Multi-cam Uniform) Includes combat trousers w/knee pads, hot weather combat shirt, and desert tan or issued functional boots appropriate for the mission and environment. Only worn in the field during operational training, unilateral exercises or during deployed operations.

9.11.3.9. **(Added) Water Survival/Swimmer/Scuba Ensemble** (Includes black or grey warm-up suit, black shorts, long or short sleeve grey PT t-shirt with contrasting section logo printed on the wearers front left chest, black swimmers trunks, hood, mittens, booties or black water shoes, and wet/dry suit). Worn during water operations, swimming, boating and SCUBA diving activities. May be worn in transit or preparing for these activities. Not for wear outside the duty section.

9.11.3.10. **(Added) PT Ensemble** (warm-up suit, track shirt, running shorts, running shoes, and socks). Black or grey warm-up suit, black shorts, and long or short sleeve grey shirt with contrasting section logo or SERE crest will be printed on the wearers front left chest. Socks will be black or white. Worn by SERE Specialist and designated personnel supporting SERE operations. May be worn while participating in PT or parachuting activities, and in transit to or from these activities. Running shoes are authorized only for PT. Not authorized for wear outside the duty section. SERE PT gear may not be worn for squadron or wing PT.

9.11.3.11. **(Added) OTS PT Ensemble authorized for OTS Instructors.** Black warm-up pants with pockets or black shorts with pockets, long or short sleeve grey PT T-shirt with the OTS logo printed on the wearer’s upper front left chest and the word STAFF printed on the center of the back, and lined wind breaker jacket with the OTS logo printed on wearer’s upper front left chest and the word STAFF printed on the center of back.
9.11.8. Basic Military Training (BMT) Instructors. Military Training Instructors (MTIs) and OTS drill and ceremonies instructors (DCIs) are authorized to wear the campaign (bush) hat. OTS DCIs must have completed BMT MTI training, served a tour as a BMT MTI, and be assigned DCI duties. Master MTIs at BMT and OTS wear a blue braid around the crown of the hat. No other braid color is worn. The hat is not worn off base or outside the BMT or OTS environment. Exception: While in transit to and from quarters, during essential stops while in transit, and during officially sponsored off-base activities specifically authorized by the BMT or OTS commander. The hat is not authorized for wear while attending PME or formal school training.

9.11.16. Chaplains. Chaplains are authorized to wear civilian clothing or clergy garments in accordance with their ecclesiastical traditions while conducting chapel worship services and performing specific religious ministries (e.g., religious education). Duty uniforms are required for other duty-related activities (e.g., visitation). Chaplain Assistants are authorized wear of civilian clothing while on duty as determined appropriate by the Wing Chaplain.

9.11.18. (Added) The wear of Aiguillette within AETC. The following positions are authorized to wear the corresponding aiguillettes with all authorized uniform combinations. It is worn grounded on the left shoulder seam. Note: The ceremonial aiguillette is optional for NPS Airmen and mandatory for MTLs with mess dress, semi-formal, and service dress.

9.11.18.1. (Added) Military Training Leaders (MTLs) will wear the blue aiguillette.

9.11.18.2. (Added) Airmen leaders will wear a single-braided red, yellow, or green aiguillette.

9.11.18.3. (Added) Chapel Student Leaders will wear the white aiguillette.

9.11.18.4. (Added) Drum and bugle or fife and drum will wear the silver or white and navy blue aiguillette.

9.11.18.5. (Added) Drill team members and special activity teams will wear the black aiguillette.

9.11.18.6. (Added-AETC) NPS Airmen attending Enlisted Initial Skills (EIS) courses, who are appointed to assist the Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC) or Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) office, will wear the teal aiguillette. (T-3)

9.11.18.6. (Added) Airmen appointed to assist with the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office (SAPRO) or Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC) as victim advocates will wear the teal aiguillette.

9.11.19. (Added) AFROTC/OTS Students. When in ABUs, AF students enrolled in Phase I and Phase II of DoD-sponsored physician assistant training will wear AFROTC/OTS-style rank insignia. Phase I students will wear one silver bar on a black background. Phase II students will wear two silver bars on a black background.

9.11.19.1. (Added) When wearing the blue service uniform, AF students enrolled in Phase I and Phase II of the DoD-sponsored physician assistant training will wear OTS-style shoulder board insignia similar to that worn by candidates at
OTS. Phase I students will wear black shoulder boards with a 1/2-inch silver braid attached 1/4 inch from the board’s lateral edge. Phase II student shoulder boards will have a second silver braid spaced 1/4 inch from the first braid. The change to Phase II insignia occurs upon completion of Phase I. Soft shoulder boards are worn with long and short-sleeved blue shirts. Hard shoulder boards are worn with the service dress, lightweight blue jacket, and raincoat. The officer cap is worn without insignia.

9.11.20. **(Added)** BA, PJ/ CRO, CCT/STO, SOWT, and TACP/ALO Cadre Uniforms.

9.11.20.1. **(Added)** BA personnel may wear FDU/ABUs during mission preparation for airborne and surface tasks in conjunction with training. Sleeves must be rolled down during flight. If employment is probable or planned during operational or training scenarios, BA may wear the non-standard (sterile) ABUs or other applicable mission specific ensembles to include mission specific footwear in the duty section or training area only; AF standards apply for all garrison activities. All BA may wear the FDU during cross-country flights. This paragraph does not mandate the purchase or wear of specialized clothing items, but permits unit commanders to purchase specialized clothing to support specific training requirements.

9.11.20.2. **(Added)** The Snow Camouflage Ensemble. Includes helmet cover, parka, trousers, and pack cover. Item described in AS 016. It may be worn over other ensembles when required for maximum cover and concealment in snowy, hostile environments, or during tactical training. Not authorized for garrison wear.

9.11.20.3. **(Added)** Extreme Cold Weather (ECW) Ensemble. Includes down/polyester-insulated hood, mittens, jacket with liner/parka, trousers with liner, and undergarments. Items described in AS 016. May be worn as appropriate for training, operations, or climatic or geographic conditions.

9.11.20.4. **(Added)** Tree Suit Ensemble (PJ Only). Includes PJ jacket (type CWU-14/P) and trousers (type CWU-15P). Items described in AS 016. Worn over other ensembles with appropriate helmet and boots for maximum protection in rough terrain or forest environments during parachuting operations. Not authorized for garrison wear.


9.11.20.6. **(Added)** Swimmer/Scuba Ensemble. Includes swimsuit, hood, gloves, mittens, booties, coral boots, and wet or dry suit as described in AS 016. Wear with swimmer/scuba accessories for protection in water environment. Not authorized for garrison wear. Standard subdued name tape (with last name) will be centered on the right leg of the swim trunks, 1/2 inch from the bottom edge.

9.11.20.7. **(Added)** Swim Trunks. Tan colored boxer-style swim trunks, 50/50 cotton polyester. Items described in AS 016. Wear with military T-shirt, running shoes and solid white socks, or boots and black socks, while performing physical training, parachuting, boating, swimming, and scuba diving activities, and while in transit or preparing for these activities. A navy blue or black racing-style swimsuit or an athletic supporter will be worn under the swim trunks. Standard subdued name
tape (with last name) will be centered on the right leg of the swim trunks, 1/2 inch from the bottom edge. Headgear is authorized.

9.11.20.8. (Added) Physical Training (PT) Ensemble. Includes silver-gray warm-up suit, track shirt, black running shorts, running shoes, silver gray shirt, and socks. Nylon, acrylic, and cotton materials; contrasting 4-inch PJ, CCT, TACP, CRO, SOWT or STO crest on the left chest of the jacket and shirt, and on the left leg of the shorts. Socks will be solid white. Items described in AS 016. May be worn while participating in PT, scuba diving, or parachuting activities, and during transit to or from these activities. Running shoes are only authorized for PT. Not authorized for wear outside the duty section. Wear of the AF specialty-unique PT ensemble is not authorized during squadron or wing-level PT.


9.11.20.10. (Added) Field Boots. Subdued color safety boots designed for field operations. Worn, as appropriate, for climatic/geographic conditions, with ensembles suited for field conditions. Authorized for garrison wear.


9.11.20.12. (Added) Jump Boots. Men’s 10-inch boots, hard rubber heel and sole, leather upper, with front lacing. LP item. May be worn with uniform combinations that allow jump boot wear. Authorized for garrison wear.

9.11.20.13. (Added) Specialized Clothing (climbing knickers, gaiters, storm gear). Safety clothing designed for specific training and operations. LP items. May be worn as appropriate for training, operations, and climatic or geographic conditions. Not authorized for garrison wear.

9.11.20.14. (Added) Specialized Clothing (gloves, mittens, watch cap, pile cap, helmet with liner). Safety clothing designed for specific training and operations. Items are described in AS 016. May be worn as appropriate for training, operations, and climatic or geographic conditions.

9.11.20.15. (Added) Ascot (Neck Scarf, blue or other color as directed by the commander). Must be ultra-blue (5382 43325) AF scarf, bib type 2-487. It must be worn by PJ/CRO, SOWT and CCT/STO trainees when in ABUs, and while attending initial/preliminary courses. The course superintendent awards and approves the wear of the ascot.

9.11.21. (Added) BA, PJ/CRO, CCT/STO, SOWT, and TACP/ALO Instructor Uniforms and Student Clothing Items.

9.11.21.1. (Added) When employment is probable or planned during operational or training scenarios, BA may wear the non-standard (sterile) ABUs, or other applicable mission specific ensembles to include mission specific footwear in the training area
only, or pre-departure preparations for the training area; AF standards apply for all
garrison activities. Blouse/trousers will be standardized per training event; blouse
will have aircrew style name tag to clearly identify instructor/student rank/name.
This paragraph does not mandate the purchase or wear of specialized clothing items,
but permits unit commanders to purchase specialized clothing to support specific
training requirements.

9.11.21.2. (Added) Coach’s Uniform. Composed of applicable coach/athletic
uniform items as specified. Official instructor duty uniform worn only within the
unit/training environment when not directly performing physical training activities.
Not authorized for wear to Base Operating Support activities, appointments, or
functions.

9.11.21.2.1. (Added) Cap. Will be black, fitted, baseball style cap with medium
crown and large visor. Worn with coach and athletic uniform combinations, NOT
to be worn indoors. Center the embroidered letters/words of USAF and the
appropriate AFSC/course in 7/16-inch white block capital letters on the front of
the hat. Training locations will standardize type and verbiage for assigned cadre.
Not authorized for wear with ABU.

9.11.21.2.2. (Added) Shirt. Will be light gray, polo style pullover, short shirt.
Worn with coach’s shorts/pants. Center applicable 3 1/2-inch vivid-colored,
white, or black specialty flash above the wearer’s left breast; center instructor’s
rank and last name, in 7/16-inch black block capital letters, over the wearer’s right
breast. Training locations will standardize type and verbiage for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.2.3. (Added) Shorts. Black, athletic-style, belted or buckled, medium
length, pocketed, of breathable, medium weight fabric. Worn with coach’s shirt.
Training locations will standardize type for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.2.4. (Added) Trousers. Battlefield Airman Management Systems
equipment item, earth tone colors, hiking style, durable material. Training
locations will standardize type/color for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.2.5. (Added) Jacket. Black, multi-layer jacket system. Wind/rain
resistant, pocketed, full front-zippered outer layer; wind resistant thermal (fleece
or other), full front-zippered inner layer. Worn with coach and athletic, uniform
combinations, consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. May be worn in
single or double layer configuration, with either layer acceptable for wear as an
outer garment. Center 3 1/2-inch subdued specialty flash on the inner thermal
layer above on the wearer’s left chest. A name tag will be worn above the right
chest with instructor’s last name. Training locations will standardize
type/appearance/name tags for assigned cadre.

LP item. Authorized for wear with coach uniform combinations.

9.11.21.2.7. (Added) Socks. White (must be worn with coach’s
shoes/uniform), gray, or black, 38 athletic-style, optional fabric. Worn with all
coach and athletic uniform combinations. (Exception: not required for wear with
sock-type footwear, i.e. five fingers, or water shoes).
9.11.21.3. **(Added)** Athletic Uniform. Includes athletic uniform items specified in subparagraphs. Worn when directly performing or transiting physical training activities. Not for wear as a normal duty uniform or during organized squadron or wing-level PT or annual fitness assessment. Also, not authorized for wear to Base Operating Support activities, appointments, or functions.

9.11.21.3.1. **(Added)** Athletic Shirt. Light gray, short or long sleeve T-shirt made of lightweight wicking material (Coolmax® or other). AF dive course staff members must wear yellow athletic shirts, sweatshirts and outer garments to provide students with a visual reference for safety. Worn with athletic shorts or pants consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. Center 3 1/2-inch black printed specialty flash above wearer’s left chest. Center the word CADRE below the flash and will be printed in 7/16-inch black block capital letters. May also have the word INSTRUCTOR or CADRE printed across back shoulders. Training locations will standardize type/appearance for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.3.2. **(Added)** Athletic Short. Black medium length, running short made of lightweight wicking material. Worn with athletic shirt consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. Training locations will standardize type/appearance for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.3.3. **(Added)** Athletic Wind Suit Ensemble. Black, lightweight pullover, wind and rain resistant pants and long-sleeve, shirt/jacket combination. Worn with all coach and athletic uniform combinations consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. Training locations will standardize type/appearance for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.3.4. **(Added)** Athletic Sweat Suit Ensemble. Black heavyweight, cotton blend. Includes non-hooded, pullover sweatshirt and pants. Worn with all coach and athletic uniform combinations consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. Center white-lettered 3 1/2-inch specialty flash above the wearer’s left chest and left thigh of the trouser. On the shirt only, center instructor’s rank and last name, in 7/16-inch white block capital letters, below the flash. May also have the word INSTRUCTOR or CADRE printed across the back shoulders. Training locations will standardize type/appearance for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.3.5. **(Added)** Athletic Glove. Black, layered, lightweight running glove system. Outer layer: Rain and wind resistant material. Inner layer: Wicking thermal layer. LP item. Worn with all coach and athletic uniform combinations consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions.

9.11.21.3.6. **(Added)** Watch Cap/or Earband. Black, moisture wicking, and/or wind blocking material. Worn with all coach and athletic uniform combinations consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. Training locations will standardize type/appearance for assigned cadre.

9.11.21.3.7. **(Added)** Athletic Shoe. Conservative running shoe designed for individual running weight, style and biomechanics. Water sport style worn only on pool deck/boat operations. Worn with athletic uniform combinations only. Training locations will standardize type for assigned cadre.
9.11.21.3.8. **(Added)** Swim Trunks. Tan colored underwater demolition team style shorts, 50/50 cotton polyester. Items described in AS016. Wear with military T-shirt, or athletic uniform shirt, running shoes and solid white socks, or boots and sage socks, while performing physical training, parachuting, boating, swimming, and scuba diving activities, and while in transit or preparing for these activities. A navy blue or black racing-style swimsuit or an athletic supporter will be worn under the swim trunks. Standard subdued name tape (with last name) will be centered on the right leg of the swim trunks, 1/2 inch from the bottom edge. Headgear is authorized.

9.11.21.4. **(Added)** Student Ascot. AF scarf, bib type 2-487, Ultra Blue (538243325), worn by Pararescue/CRO trainees when in ABUs only while attending Indoctrination course. The course superintendent awards and approves the wear of the ascot.

9.11.21.5. **(Added)** Student Athletic Shirt. T-shirt, brown, sage, black, gray/silver depending on AFSC of student group. May have name stenciled in black 1-inch letters across chest. Worn with athletic short consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. Training locations will standardize type/appearance for assigned students.

9.11.21.6. **(Added)** Athletic Short. Black or blue, medium length, running short made of lightweight wicking material depending on AFSC of student group. Not for wear as outer garment outside the training environment, i.e. sick call, medical appointments, etc. Students must wear sweat pants in these instances. Worn with athletic shirt consistent with seasonal and climatic conditions. Training locations will standardize type/appearance for assigned students.

10.3.26. **(Added)** Campaign Pins/Ribbons (i.e., Combined Federal Campaign, Red Ribbon Campaign). To present the proper military image the campaign pin/ribbon will be worn only during the campaign period, and only if approved by installation commander. Specific period of wear will be determined and published locally by the installation commander in conjunction with each campaign. When authorized, the ornament will be worn centered 1/2 inch above the name tag. If a badge is worn above the name tag, the ornament will be worn centered 1/2 inch above the badge.

10.3.27. **(Added)** Exercise Badges (with “EET” identifier). To present the proper military image the exercise badge will be worn, if authorized by installation commander, only by exercise evaluation team members and only during exercise periods.

10.3.28. **(Added)** Inspector General (IG) Badges (with “IG” identifier). To present the proper military image the IG badges will be worn by inspection team members only during inspection periods.

10.3.29. **(Added)** Wear of Berets. Officers performing duty in DAFSC C83R0/83R0 and recruiters performing duty in DAFSCs 8R000 and 8R200 are authorized to wear berets earned in their primary specialties (e.g., security forces, CCT, PJ, combat weather, TACP, survival). Wear of the beret will no longer be authorized upon enlisted recruiters' entry into career recruiter status and removal of their core AFSCs.
13.1. **Supplements.** HQ AETC/A1KKM reviews and approves base supplements prior to their publication. E-mail draft with AF Form 673, *Request to Issue Publication*, to HQ AETC/A1KKM, [aetc.a1kk.military@us.af.mil](mailto:aetc.a1kk.military@us.af.mil).

WILLIAM E. MANNING, JR., GS-15, DAFC
Executive Director of Manpower, Personnel & Services
Attachment 1
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(Added) ASNP—Aircrew Style Name Patch (Added) BA—Battlefield Airmen
(Added) BA—Battlefield Airmen
(Added) BMT—Basic Military Training
(Added) CCT/STO—Combat Control/Special Tactics Officer
(Added) CONUS—Contiguous United States
(Added) DCI—Drill and Ceremonies Instructor
(Added) ECW—Extreme Cold Weather
(Added) FDU—Flight Duty Uniform
(Added) FPCON—Force Protection Condition
(Added) LP—Local Purchase
(Added) MTI—Military Training Instructor
(Added) MTL—Military Training Leader
(Added) NDSTC—Naval Diving and Salvage Training Center
(Added) OTS—Officer Training School
(Added) PJ/CRO—Pararescue/Combat Rescue Officer
(Added) PT—Physical Training
(Added) ROTC—Reserve Officer Training Corps
(Added) SOWT—Special Operations Weather Team
(Added) TRG—Training Group
(Added) TDY—Temporary Duty
(Added) TACP/ALO—Tactical Air Control Party/Air Liaison Officer